In a test interface circuit arranged between an embedded memory and a test data input/output (I/O) terminal, a first-in first-out circuit for successively storing test data is arranged for controlling a latency of data read from the embedded memory. The test interface circuit for the embedded memory can reduce the number of test data I/O terminals, and can increase the executable test patterns.
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**FIG. 6**

- **TCLK**: Timing clock signals.
- **TCMD**: Command signals indicating READ and WRITE operations.
- **INCMD**: Input command signals for READ and WRITE.
- **INPUT DATA TO FIFO**: Data input signals to the FIFO buffer.
- **OE**: Output enable signal.
- **ϕr**: Read enable signal.
- **WPF**: Write protection signal.
- **WP**: Write protect signal.
- **ϕWE**: Write enable signal.
- **OUTPUT OF FLIP-FLOP 15e**: Output signals from the flip-flop.
- **RPF**: Read protection enable signal.
- **RP**: Read protect signal.
- **ϕRE**: Read enable signal.
- **DATA OF 1/O PIN 9**: Data signals at the I/O pin.

The diagram illustrates the timing and signal interactions, including the propagation delays and signal relationships.
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TEST INTERFACE CIRCUIT AND SEMICONDUCTOR INTEGRATED CIRCUIT DEVICE INCLUDING THE SAME

BACKGROUND OF THE INVENTION

[0001] 1. Field of the Invention

[0002] The present invention relates to a test interface circuit and a semiconductor integrated circuit device using the same, and particularly relates to a test interface circuit for externally and directly testing a logic-merged memory as well as a semiconductor integrated circuit device including the same.

[0003] 2. Description of the Background Art

[0004] In a system LSI such as a logic-merged DRAM, in which a logic such as a processor or an ASIC (Application Specific Integrated Circuit) and a Dynamic Random Access Memory (DRAM) of a large storage capacity or the like are integrated on a common semiconductor chip (semiconductor substrate), the logic and the DRAM are interconnected via an internal data bus of multiple bits from 128 bits to 512 bits for achieving a data transfer rate faster by one, two or more orders than that of a general-purpose DRAM. The DRAM and the logic are interconnected via internal interconnection lines, which are much shorter in length and smaller in parasitic impedance than on-board interconnection lines. Therefore, charge/discharge currents of the data bus can be significantly reduced, and signal transfer can be performed at high speed. Since the logic is connected to the DRAM via internal interconnection lines, external pin terminals of the logic can be smaller in number than those of the type that a general-purpose DRAM is externally attached to the logic. Because of the foregoing reasons, the DRAM-embedded system LSI significantly contributes to improvement of performance of an information device handling a large amount of data, e.g., for three-dimensional graphics, image or audio processing.

[0005] In the logic-merged DRAM, only the logic is coupled to pin terminals via pads. Therefore, when a function test of the embedded DRAM must be performed via the logic. However, the logic performs control for carrying out the test, and therefore has to bear a large load. Further, such operations are required that an instruction for performing a function test of the DRAM is externally applied to the logic, a control signal for performing the function test is applied from the logic to the DRAM, and a result of the test must be read out via the logic. Thus, the function test of DRAM is executed via the logic so that tests of, e.g., an operation timing margin of the DRAM cannot be performed accurately. Further, from a viewpoint of program capacity, the logic can generate only a limited number of test patterns so that the test cannot be performed sufficiently, and it is difficult to sufficiently ensure the reliability of the DRAM. As a gate scale of the logic increases, the probability of occurrence of a failure in the logic itself increases so that the reliability of the memory test lowers.

[0006] Accordingly, it becomes necessary to carry out externally and directly the test on the DRAM via a dedicated test device.

[0007] FIG. 13 schematically shows a structure of a DRAM-embedded system LSI in the prior art. In FIG. 13, the system LSI includes a large scale logic LG which is coupled to an external pin terminal group LPGA and executes instructed processing, an analog core ACR which is coupled between large scale logic LG and an external pin terminal group APG and processes analog signals, a DRAM core MCR which is coupled to large scale logic LG via internal interconnection lines, and stores data required by large scale logic LG, and a test interface circuit TIC which isolates large scale logic LG from DRAM core MCR, and couples an external memory tester to DRAM core MCR via a pin terminal group TPG in a test mode. DRAM core MCR receives a power supply voltage VCC via a power supply pin terminal PST.

[0008] Analog core ACR includes a phase locked loop circuit (PLL) generating an internal clock signal, an analog-to-digital converter for converting an externally applied analog signal to a digital signal, a digital-to-analog converter for converting a digital signal sent from large scale logic LG to an analog signal for outputting it.

[0009] DRAM core MCR is a clock-synchronous memory (SDRAM).

[0010] Large scale logic LG includes a memory control unit for executing processing, e.g., of image/audio information and controlling access to DRAM core MCR.

[0011] By providing test interface circuit TIC as shown in FIG. 13, DRAM core MCR can be completely isolated from the logic, and can be directly accessed via external pin terminal group TPG, and therefore DRAM core MCR can be directly and externally controlled, and can be externally monitored. The test performed in this manner is called a direct memory access test. By providing test interface circuit TIC, a conventional memory tester can be utilized, and the test substantially the same in contents as that of a general-purpose DRAM (SDRAM) can be carried out.

[0012] FIG. 14 shows a structure of a test interface circuit TIC shown in FIG. 13 and a portion related to it. In FIG. 14, pin terminal group TPG includes a pin terminal receiving a test clock signal TCLK, a pin terminal receiving a test address TAD designating a memory cell in DRAM core MCR to be accessed in the test mode, a pin terminal receiving test input data TDIin in the test mode, and a pin terminal receiving test data TDOut from test interface circuit TIC in the test mode. Test input data TDIin applied to test interface circuit TIC and test data TDOut sent from test interface circuit TIC have a bit width of, e.g., 8 bits similar to data in the general-purpose DRAM.

[0013] Test interface circuit TIC includes: a latch and command decoder 1 which takes in a test control signal TCMD, test address TAD and test input data TDIin applied to pin terminal group TPG, decodes test control signal TCMD into an internal command to be issued to DRAM core MCR, and performs operations such as expansion of test input data TDIin of an 8-bit width to write data of 256 bits; a mode register 2 which stores information such as a column latency of DRAM core MCR; a CA shifter 3 which shifts a read data select signal RD_S applied from latch and command decoder 1 in accordance with column latency information stored in mode register 2 and others; a 256-to-8 select circuit 4 which selects data of 8 bits from test read data TIFDOut of 256 bits read from DRAM core MCR in accordance with read data select signal RD_S read from CA shifter 3.
As test peripheral circuits, there are arranged: a selector which is responsive to a test mode instructing signal to couple DRAM core MCR selectively to the large scale logic and test interface circuit TIC; a gate circuit which receives clock signal CLK applied from the large scale logic in the normal operation mode and test clock signal TCLK applied in the test mode, and applies a clock signal to DRAM core MCR; and a gate circuit which transmits read data RD of 256 bits read from DRAM core MCR to test interface circuit TIC when test mode instructing signal TE is active. Read data RD of 256 bits read from DRAM core MCR is applied to the large scale logic without passing through selector. This is for the purpose of applying the read data fast to the large scale logic in the normal operation mode.

DRAM core MCR is a clock-synchronous DRAM (SDRAM), and operates in synchronization with the clock signal to take in data/signal applied from selector and output read data RD.

Operations of the test interface circuit shown in FIG. 14 will now be described with reference to a timing chart of FIG. 15.

As shown in FIG. 14, DRAM core MCR transfers write data INDin and read data RD through separated paths, respectively. Likewise, test input data TDin and test data TOut are transferred through different test pin terminals in the test operation, respectively.

Test control signals TCMD including signals /RAS, /CAS, /WE and others are decoded to attain a state for reading out data from DRAM core MCR, or apply a read command READ to DRAM core MCR. Test control signal TCMD applied in a clock cycle #1 is decoded by latch and command decoder, and the result of decoding is applied as read command READ from test interface circuit TIC to DRAM core MCR via selector in a clock cycle #2 with a delay of one clock cycle. In the test mode, selector isolates the large scale logic from DRAM core MCR in accordance with test mode instructing signal TE, and selects a test interface command TIFCMD, a test interface address TIFFAD and a test interface input data TIFDin generated from test interface circuit TIC for transference to DRAM core MCR. Gate circuit 7 transmits data RD read from DRAM core MCR to test interface circuit TIC in accordance with the test mode instructing signal.

DRAM core MCR takes in signal/data in accordance with the clock signal, which in turn is produced in accordance with test clock signal TCLK in the test mode, and is applied from gate circuit. Internal command INCMD which is currently applied is read command READ, so that the reading of internal data is executed in accordance with a presently applied internal address INADD. If column latency CL of DRAM core MCR is no clock cycles, valid read data is output at the rising edge of clock signal TCLK in a cycle #4 in accordance with internal read command READ (INCMD) already applied in cycle #2.

In test interface circuit TIC, CA shifter 3 performs shifting by the cycle period of column latency CL in accordance with a select signal included in test address TAD. The shifting period additionally includes a delay time in test interface circuit TIC if the select signal is produced from test address TAD. Accordingly, when read data RD of 256 bits read from DRAM core MCR reaches select circuit 4 through gate circuit 7, select signal RD S generated from CA shifter 3 attains the definite state. The select circuit 4 selects data of 8 bits from the data of 256 bits in accordance with select signal RD S, and transmits it as test data TDout (D00) to the test pin terminal.

It is now assumed that write command WRITE instructing data writing is externally applied to DRAM core MCR in clock cycle #2. When the write command is applied, test input data TDin (DA) is applied to the test pin terminal at the same time. Write command WRITE and test input data DA are transferred by test interface circuit TIC in accordance with test clock signal TCLK, and are applied to DRAM core MCR with a delay of one clock cycle. Latch and command decoder 1 includes a bit width expanding circuit for input data TDin, and test input data DA (TDin) of 8 bits is converted to internal write data DAIN of 256 bits (data lines of 8 bits are expanded to data lines of 256 bits).

As test control signal TCMD, a test control signal which is decoded into read command READ instructing data reading is applied in a clock cycle #3, and a test control signal decoded into write command WRITE instructing data writing is applied in the subsequent clock cycle #4. In this case, internal write data DBin is applied to DRAM core MCR in a clock cycle #5, and test data Dout of 256 bits is read from DRAM core MCR in a subsequent clock cycle #6. Then, select circuit 4 of test interface circuit TIC outputs read data D01 of 8 bits as test data TDout in clock cycle #6.

Mode register 2 stores data indicative of the signal transmission delay (one clock cycle in the example shown in FIG. 15) in test interface circuit TIC and the number of cycles of column latency CL. CA shifter 3 performs the shift operation for a period set in mode register 2 so that the data read from DRAM core MCR can be selected and read as the test data at an accurate timing.

Owing to provision of test interface circuit TIC described above, an external tester can directly access DRAM core MCR, and necessary tests of DRAM core MCR can be performed with a tester for a general-purpose SDRAM.

The test interface circuit converts the read data of 256 bits of data bus width of DRAM core MCR to the output data of 8 bits. When the data of 256 bits is directly applied to the external memory tester, data processing on the memory tester side becomes extremely difficult, and in addition the number of test data I/O pin increases to 512 (256x2), which is not an available value in view of practical use. In this test interface circuit, therefore, test input data TDin of 8 bits is expanded to input data of 256 bits. Also, in the select circuit, read data TIFDout of 256 bits is converted to data TDout of 8 bits.

As described above, the pins required for the test are reduced in number. However, the large scale logic LG in the DRAM-embedded system LSI performs input/output of many signals for system interface with an external device, and therefore large scale logic LG requires a large number of external pin terminals. For testing analog core APG including analog circuits such as an analog-digital converter and a PLL, external pin terminals must be allocated to analog core ACR. Therefore, it may possibly be impossible to allocate a sufficient number of external pin terminals to test interface circuit TIC for externally and directly testing the DRAM core.
In test interface circuit TIC, test address pin terminals for an external address, which requires many external pin terminals, can be reduced through the approach that time-division multiplex of row and column addresses is performed so as to share external address pin terminals between row and column addresses. Further, relating to data pin terminals requiring 16 pins in total, a bidirectional input/output (I/O) circuit is arranged for commonly using pin terminals as test data input pins and test data output pins, to save the pin terminals for the test data. As a secondary effect, it is possible to reduce the number of interconnection lines between test data I/O pin terminals and test interface circuit TIC. However, if the bidirectional I/O circuit is used for transferring the test data to and from DRAM core MCR via test interface circuit TIC, conflict occurs between the test input data and the test output data, and therefore DRAM core MCR cannot be tested at a practical operation speed. This disadvantage will now be described in greater detail.

FIG. 16 schematically shows a structure of a bidirectional I/O circuit. In FIG. 16, a bidirectional I/O circuit 8 is arranged between test interface circuit TIC and a test data terminal group 9 of 8 bits. Bidirectional I/O circuit 8 includes a tristate buffer circuit 8a which is activated, when an output enable signal OE is activated, to buffer 8-bit data transmitted from test interface circuit TIC for transference to test data terminal group 9; and an input buffer circuit 8b which is inactive, when output enable signal OE is activated, to buffer 8-bit test data TD applied to test data terminal group 9 for application to latch and command decoder 1. A direct memory access test utilizing this bidirectional I/O circuit 8 will now be described with reference to a timing chart of FIG. 17.

In cycle #0 of test clock signal TCLK, test control signal TCMD, which is decoded into read command READ, is applied in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK. In the next cycle, test control signal TCMD which is decoded into write command WRITE is applied. A period of one clock cycle is required for switching of activation between the input and output circuits in bidirectional I/O circuit 8. Therefore, an external tester lowers (deactivates) to L-level in clock cycle #0.

In test interface circuit TIC, one clock cycle period is required for transferring signal/data. Therefore, internal command INCMD becomes read command READ at the falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #1, and then internal command INCMD becomes write command WRITE in next clock cycle #2. At the falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #1, test input data Din is applied as test data TD simultaneously with write command WRITE.

According to test control signal TCMD which is externally applied and is decoded into read command READ in synchronization with the falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #0, test interface circuit TIC produces test output data Dout as test data TD after elapsing of column latency CL and the delay time of signal transfer in test interface circuit TIC, i.e., elapsing of three clock cycles. Accordingly, after externally applying test control signal TCMD decoded into write command WRITE in clock cycle #1, output enable signal OE is set to H-level in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #2 for externally taking out the test output data. When test output data Dout is to be output, therefore, output buffer circuit 8a stably operates, and bidirectional I/O circuit 8 reliably buffers and outputs test output data Dout.

It is prohibited to apply externally the test control signal, which is decoded into write command WRITE, in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #3. This is because the data is read to the test data I/O terminal group in accordance with test control signal TCMD which is externally applied in clock cycle #0 and is decoded into read command READ.

In next clock cycle #4, test control signal TCMD which is decoded into write command WRITE is not externally applied. Output enable signal OE is set to H-level for reading out data Dout in a period from clock cycle #3 to clock cycle #4. Even if output enable signal OE is set to L-level in response to falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #4, switching of the input/output I/O circuits is not performed adequately in clock cycle #4, and it is impossible for test interface circuit TIC to take in test data for application in a stable manner.

In clock cycle #5, test data Dout is output in accordance with the control signal, which in turn is decoded into read command READ and is externally applied in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #2. In clock cycle #5, therefore, it is likewise impossible to apply write command WRITE.

In this case, it is necessary to set output enable signal OE to H-level. In the case where output enable signal OE is set to L-level in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in next clock cycle #6, switching between input and output in bidirectional I/O circuit 8 is not performed adequately, and therefore write command WRITE cannot be applied in this clock cycle #6. Accordingly, it is necessary to apply a no-operation command NOP in a period from clock cycle #3 to clock cycle #6.

In synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #7, the test control signal decoded into write command WRITE is applied. Output enable signal OE was already lowered to L-level one clock cycle before, and therefore input buffer circuit 8b in bidirectional I/O circuit 8 can stably operate to take in test input data Din.

In the case where the test control signal decoded into write command WRITE is applied, it is necessary to apply test input data Din to test interface circuit TIC at the same time. Therefore, in view of one clock cycle period required for switching between input and output in bidirectional I/O circuit 8 and signal transfer delay in bidirectional I/O circuit 8, it is necessary to set output enable signal OE to L-level for setting bidirectional I/O circuit 8 to the input mode in a cycle preceding the application of the write command by one clock cycle or more. Accordingly, in the timing chart shown in FIG. 17, output enable signal OE is set to L-level in a cycle preceding the application of write command WRITE by one clock cycle. However, depending on the frequency of test clock signal TCLK, it may be necessary to set output enable signal OE to the data input instructing state two or three clock cycles before.

In the case where only the read command or only the write command is successively applied to the DRAM core, a problem related to the signal definite timing of output...
enable signal OE does not occur. Output enable signal OE is fixed to H- or L-level, and the read or write command is successively applied. However, in the case where read and write commands READ and WRITE are alternately applied as shown in FIG. 17, commands NOP (no-operation) equal in number to the clock cycles requiring output enable signal OE fixed to L-level, must be applied before application of write command WRITE. Further, such a constraint is also added that conflict between the test input data and the test output data must be avoided. In the case shown in FIG. 17, commands NOP are inserted for four clock cycles. As test clock signal TCLK becomes faster, commands NOP to be inserted further increase in number.

[0039] Accordingly, in the case where the test data output terminals and the test data input terminals are common for reducing the number of test pin terminals, it is impossible to perform tests of successive operations (e.g., read-write-read-write) in accordance with the page mode, and it is substantially impossible to perform the test on the DRAM core at the practical speed.

SUMMARY OF THE INVENTION

[0040] An object of the invention is to provide a test interface circuit which allows a test of a logic-merged memory without increasing the number of test pin terminals and without limitation on test patterns.

[0041] Another object of the invention is to provide a semiconductor integrated circuit device including a logic-merged DRAM, in which the DRAM can be externally and adequately tested without a limitation on externally applied test patterns.

[0042] Still another object of the invention is to provide a test interface circuit, in which a test data output terminal and a test data input terminal can be made common structure while allowing a logic-merged DRAM to be externally tested without limitations on test patterns, as well as a semiconductor integrated circuit device provided with the test interface circuit.

[0043] According to a first aspect, a test interface circuit includes a first-in first-out circuit for successively storing data read from an embedded memory, and successively reading out the stored data in the same order as the storing order, and a control circuit for controlling data writing and reading of the first-in first-out circuit in response to an operation mode instructing signal instructing data input/output.

[0044] According to a second aspect, a semiconductor integrated circuit device includes a logic, a memory storing data for the logic, and a test interface circuit for allowing external direct access to the memory in a test operation mode. The test interface circuit includes a first-in first-out circuit for successively storing data read from the memory, and successively reading out the stored data in the same order as the storing order, and a control circuit for controlling data writing/read of the first-in first-out circuit in response to an operation mode instructing signal instructing data input/output.

[0045] The first-in first-out circuit stores the data read from the embedded memory in accordance with a read command, and a data output latency of the test interface circuit can be changed by controlling read timing. Accordingly, a test of successive write/read operations can be performed without a conflict between data even if common test data input/output pin are employed.

[0046] The foregoing and other objects, features, aspects and advantages of the present invention will become more apparent from the following detailed description of the present invention when taken in conjunction with the accompanying drawings.

BRIEF DESCRIPTION OF THE DRAWINGS

[0047] FIG. 1 schematically shows a structure of a test interface circuit according to a first embodiment of the invention;

[0048] FIG. 2 is a timing chart representing operations of the test interface circuit shown in FIG. 1;

[0049] FIG. 3 schematically shows a structure of a latch/command decoder shown in FIG. 1;

[0050] FIG. 4 schematically shows a structure of a first-in first-out circuit shown in FIG. 1;

[0051] FIG. 5 schematically shows a structure of a FIFO control circuit shown in FIG. 1;

[0052] FIG. 6 is a timing chart representing an operation of the FIFO control circuit shown in FIG. 5;

[0053] FIG. 7 schematically shows a structure of the first-in first-out circuit shown in FIG. 1;

[0054] FIG. 8 shows a modification of the first-in first-out circuit shown in FIG. 1;

[0055] FIG. 9 schematically shows a structure of a test interface circuit according to a second embodiment of the invention;

[0056] FIG. 10 is a timing chart representing operations of the test interface circuit shown in FIG. 9;

[0057] FIG. 11A schematically shows a structure of an FIFO control circuit according to a third embodiment of the invention, and FIG. 11B is a timing chart representing operations of the FIFO control circuit shown in FIG. 11A;

[0058] FIG. 12 schematically shows a structure of a first-in first-out circuit according to a fourth embodiment of the invention;

[0059] FIG. 13 schematically shows a structure of a conventional system LSI;

[0060] FIG. 14 schematically shows a structure of a test interface circuit of the system LSI shown in FIG. 13;

[0061] FIG. 15 is a timing chart representing operations of the test interface circuit shown in FIG. 14;

[0062] FIG. 16 shows a structure in which the test interface circuit shown in FIG. 14 is applied to a structure of common test data I/O terminals; and

[0063] FIG. 17 is a timing chart representing operations of the circuit shown in FIG. 16.

DESCRIPTION OF THE PREFERRED EMBODIMENTS

[0064] First Embodiment

[0065] FIG. 1 schematically shows a structure of a test interface circuit according to a first embodiment of the
invention. In the structure shown in FIG. 1, test interface circuit TIC is coupled to a test data input/output (I/O) terminal 9 via a bidirectional I/O circuit 8. Bidirectional I/O circuit 8 includes an output buffer circuit 8a and an input buffer circuit 8b, and has the data transfer direction determined by an output enable signal OE.

[0066] Test interface circuit TIC includes: a latch and command decoder 1 which takes in a test control signal TCMD and a test address TAD applied via a test pin group TPG in accordance with a test clock signal TCLK, decodes test control signal TCMD, takes in test input data applied from bidirectional I/O circuit 8, and expands the bit width of the test input data; a mode register 2 which stores column latency information of a DRAM core MCR and others; a CA shifter 3 which operates, in accordance with the column latency information stored in mode register 2, to shift the read select signal applied from latch and command decoder 1 by a period of the column latency and the signal transfer delay in test interface circuit TIC; and a 256-to-8 select circuit 4 which selects data of 8 bits, in accordance with a read select signal RDₕₕ via CA shifter 3, from read data TIFOut of 256 bits sent from DRAM core MCR through a gate circuit 7. These components have the same structures as those in the test interface circuit TIC shown in FIG. 14.

[0067] Test interface circuit TIC further includes: a First-In First-Out (FIFO) circuit 10 which successively stores data of 8 bits received from 256-to-8 select circuit 4, and outputs the stored data in the same order as the storing order; and an FIFO control circuit 15 which controls write/read operations of first-in first-out circuit 10 in accordance with output enable signal OE and a read instructing signal (read command) applied from latch and command decoder 1.

[0068] When output enable signal OE instructs the data input mode (i.e., is at L-level), FIFO control circuit 15 counts the read instructing signal sent from latch and command decoder 1, to count the number of test read data to be stored in first-in first-out circuit 10, and controls the operation of writing data into first-in first-out circuit 10. Further, FIFO control circuit 15 successively reads out the stored data in accordance with test clock signal TCLK for application to output buffer circuit 8a included in bidirectional I/O circuit 8, when output enable signal OE changes from an input mode instructing state (L-level) to an output mode instructing state (H-level).

[0069] In the data input mode of bidirectional I/O circuit 8, therefore, first-in first-out circuit 10 performs the data storing operation at most, and does not perform the data read operation. When the data input mode is completed and the test input data is no longer present on test data I/O terminal 9, data is read from first-in first-out circuit 10, and the test data is applied via output buffer circuit 8a to test data I/O terminal 9. Therefore, even in the case where the write command and the read command are applied alternately, conflict between the data does not occur because the test data are successively read out from first-in first-out circuit 10 after application of the test control signal decoded into the write command is completed.

[0070] By flexibly changing the latency of the test data output by first-in first-out circuit 10, conflict between the test input data and test output data does not occur on the test data I/O terminal even if the read and write commands are successively applied. Therefore, even the common I/O pin terminal can be used for performing successively read/write test in the direct memory access test of the DRAM core. Referring to a timing chart of FIG. 2, description will now be given on operations of the test interface circuit of the first embodiment of the invention.

[0071] When successive read/write operation test is to be performed, test control signal TCMD decoded into active command ACT is applied, and memory cells of one page are selected in DRAM core MCR. The one page represents the memory cells which are driven to the selected state by the row select operation performed in DRAM core MCR when active command ACT is applied to instruct the row access to DRAM core MCR.

[0072] After the test control signal corresponding to active command ACT is applied, output enable signal OE is set to L-level, and bidirectional I/O circuit 8 is set to the data input mode. In FIG. 2, test control signal TCMD decoded into read command READ is externally applied at the falling of test clock signal TCLK in cycle #0 of test clock signal TCLK, and output enable signal OE falls from H-level to L-level in parallel with application of the control signal decoded into read command READ.

[0073] Bidirectional I/O circuit 8 requires one clock cycle period for switching between its input and output modes, and also a delay in time occurs when the write data is applied to latch and command decoder 1 via bidirectional I/O circuit 8. Consideration must be given to those period and delay time in applying write command WRITE and test input data Din. In FIG. 2, it is assumed that the signal transfer delay in bidirectional I/O circuit 8 can be neglected.

[0074] Output enable signal OE falls to L-level in response to the falling of test clock signal TCLK in cycle #0. Therefore, even if test input data Din is applied simultaneously with the test control signal decoded into write command WRITE at the falling of test clock signal TCLK in next cycle #1, input buffer circuit 8b in bidirectional I/O circuit 8 is already set to the operable state, and it can reliably buffer test input data Din of 8 bits applied to test data I/O terminal group 9, for transmission to latch and command decoder 1.

[0075] Then, the control signals forming read command READ and write command WRITE are externally applied in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in cycles #2 and #3, respectively. These test control signals TCMD are sent as internal command INCMD via test interface circuit TIC and selector 5, and are applied to DRAM core MCR with a delay of one clock cycle. DRAM core MCR executes write/read of the data in accordance with received internal command INCMD.

[0076] When read command READ is applied, DRAM core MCR outputs valid data Dout after elapsing of column latency CL. FIG. 2 shows by way of example the operations performed with column latency CL equal to 2. In DRAM core MCR, a bus transmitting internal write data INDin and a bus transmitting read data RD are provided independently of each other, and therefore it is not necessary to give consideration to conflict between the write data and the read data on these buses in view of column latency CL of DRAM core MCR. However, internal data transfer paths within
DRAM core MCR are formed of common I/O data lines, and consideration must be given in the case where internal write data and internal read data are transmitted via a common I/O data bus in DRAM core MCR. However, an embedded DRAM is usually provided with internal data buses formed of a write data bus and a read data bus independent from each other, and it is not particularly necessary to give consideration to conflict between the write and read data on DRAM internal data buses.

[0077] Read data RD of 256 bits read from DRAM core MCR is applied to select circuit 4 of test interface circuit TIC via gate circuit 7. Select circuit 4 operates in accordance with read select signal RD_S applied at the timing adjusted by CAShifter 3. Select circuit 4 selects the data of 8 bits from read data TIFDout of 256 bits, and applies the same to first-in-first-out circuit 10. This selection is made with the delay time of one cycle in test interface circuit TIC and column latency CL in DRAM core MCR taken into account. FIFO control circuit 15 counts the number of read command READS, which are externally applied when output enable signal OE is at L-level, in accordance with the read instructing signal sent from latch and command decoder 1, and applies a write pointer to first-in-first-out circuit 10 for storing data Dout of 8 bits applied from select circuit 4 in first-in-first-out circuit 10.

[0078] In clock cycle #3, data Dout read from DRAM core MCR is temporarily stored in first-in-first-out circuit 10. Therefore, even if I/O pin terminal group 9 is externally supplied with test input data Din together with the test control signal forming write command WRITE in this clock cycle #3, conflict does not occur between the data read from DRAM core MCR and the test input data.

[0079] In clock cycle #4, the successive test operations are completed, and then output enable signal OE is raised to H-level so that bidirectional I/O circuit 8 is set to the data output mode, and therefore the output buffer circuit 8A is set to the active state. When one clock cycle elapses after output enable signal OE rises from L-level to H-level, FIFO control circuit 15 successively reads out the data stored in first-in-first-out circuit 10, and applies them to output buffer circuit 8A. In this operation, the data is read from first-in-first-out circuit 10 after elapsing of one clock cycle since output enable signal OE rises from L-level to H-level and the data output mode is set. This is because one clock cycle is required for switching between input and output modes in bidirectional I/O circuit 8.

[0080] FIFO control circuit 15 successively outputs the stored data while changing the read pointer of first-in-first-out circuit 10 by the number equal to the number of read commands which are applied when output enable signal OE is at L-level. Accordingly, as shown in FIG. 2, the data read in accordance with the read commands, which are externally applied in synchronization with the falling of test clock signal TCLK in cycles #0 and #2, are successively output in each clock cycle after falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #5.

[0081] This first-in-first-out circuit is utilized as a so-called buffer circuit for changing the latency in the data read operation of DRAM core MCR, data conflict does not occur, and the test operation can be accurately performed even if the read/write operations are successively performed via the data input terminals and the data output terminals of I/O common arrangement.

[0082] FIG. 3 schematically shows a structure of latch and command decoder 1 shown in FIG. 1. In FIG. 3, latch and command decoder 1 includes: a latch circuit 20 which latches test input data TDI, test control signal TCMD and test address TAD in response to test clock signal TCLK; a bit width expanding circuit 21 which converts the test input data of 8 bits received from latch circuit 20 to the test input data of 256 bits; a command decoder 22 which decodes the test control signal sent from latch circuit 20, and a latch circuit 23 which latches, in response to test clock signal TCLK, the test input data of 256 bits sent from bit width expanding circuit 21, the test command sent from command decoder 22 and the test address sent from latch circuit 20, and issues a test input data TIFDin, a test command TIFCMD and a test address TIFAD to selector 5 shown in FIG. 1.

[0083] Latch circuit 20 takes in the signal/data which are applied when test clock signal TCLK is at L-level, and outputs and latches the taken signal when test clock signal TCLK attains H-level. Latch circuit 23 takes in the signal/data which are applied when test clock signal TCLK is at H-level, and outputs and latches the taken signal when test clock signal TCLK attains L-level. Even if bit width expanding circuit 21 and command decoder 22 process the signal/data asynchronously with test clock signal TCLK, due to latch circuits 20 and 23, test input data TDI, test control signal TCMD and test address TAD are output from latch circuit 23 as input data TIFDin, test command TIFCMD and test address TIFAD after elapsing of one clock cycle.

[0084] Command decoder 22 receives predetermined bits of test address and test control signal TCMD, and produces internal commands such as a mode register set command MRS, no-operation command NOP, active command ACT, precharge command PRE, read command READ and write command WRITE in accordance with a designated operation mode. Further, command decoder 22 produces a read instructing signal when it receives read command READ, and produces a reset signal when it receives a test end command. Upper five bits of the column address in test address TAD output from latch circuit 20 are applied as read select signal RD_SF to CA shifter 3. The reason for using select signal RD_SF is explained in FIG. 3. In FIG. 3, the circuit structure of the 8-bit decoder 20 which selects the data of 8 bits from the data of 256 bits is shown. By applying select signal RD_SF to CA shifter 3, the circuit structure can be simplified as compared with the structure in which the select signal for 256 bits is applied. Accordingly, the 256-to-8 select circuit 4 has a function of decoding read select signal RD_SF.

[0085] Bit width expanding circuit 21 is formed of interconnection lines which are connected to expand the data of 8 bits to the data of 256 bits. In this data expanding operation, the 8-bit data may be duplicated to form 32 data, or 8-bit data may be produced from the bits of the same figure. In accordance with the manner of bit width expansion, the manner of selection in the select circuit 4 is determined.

[0086] FIG. 4 schematically shows a structure of first-in-first-out (FIFO) circuit 10. Also, FIG. 4 schematically shows an array structure of DRAM core MCR.

[0087] In DRAM core MCR, a memory array MA includes memory cells arranged in rows and columns. In the row access operation performed upon application of active
command ACT, one page is selected in accordance with internal address INAD which is applied at the same time as the active command ACT. The one page represents a memory cell row selected by internal address INAD. The one page has the memory cells of M bits.

[0088] From the memory cells of M bits in one page, data of m bits are read out upon the column access (read command or write command). In this embodiment, therefore, memory cells of 256 bits are selected from 2048 bits for writing or reading data to or from the selected memory cells, if M bits in one page are equal to 2048 bits. In the case of read data RD, select circuit 4 selects data of 8 bits from read data RD of m bits in accordance with read select signal RD_S. The data selected by the select circuit are successively stored in first-in-first-out circuit (FIFO) 10.

[0089] First-in-first-out circuit 10 includes register circuits $\text{REG}^0$, $\text{REG}^k$, where k satisfies a relationship of $k=(M/m)-1$. When DRAM core MCR is to be accessed, the column access is successively performed in the page mode. In the page mode, the largest number of read data RD are read when a full-page access is performed. Thus, data of M/m in number can be read in the page mode. Therefore, in the case where read data RD is formed of 256 bits and one page has the size of 2K bits, eight register circuits $\text{REG}^0$, $\text{REG}^7$ (i.e., register circuits of eight stages) are arranged because 2K/256=8. The maximum number of data in the successive access operation can be all stored in first-in-first-out circuit 10. When the full page is accessed, it is necessary to return temporarily memory array MA to the precharge state for page switching. During this precharge state, the column access cannot be executed, but data can be read from first-in-first-out circuit 10. Therefore, first-in-first-out circuit 10 is merely required to have at least a capacity capable of storing all the read data when the full page access is performed in the page mode.

[0090] FIG. 5 schematically shows a structure of FIFO control circuit 15 shown in FIG. 1. FIFO control circuit 15 includes: a gate circuit 15a receiving read instructing signal $\phi$ and output enable signal OE; a first counter 15b which counts the rising of the output signal of gate circuit 15a, and produces a write pointer WP; and a write control circuit 15c which generates a write pointer WP and a write instructing signal $\phi\text{WE}$ for the first-in-first-out circuit in accordance with the output signal of gate circuit 15a and write pointer WP generated from first counter 15b. Write control circuit 15c performs the shift operation for the same period as the CA shifter, and controls the timing so that the data can be written into first-in-first-out circuit 10 immediately upon arrival of the data read from DRAM core MCR. Therefore, write control circuit 15c delays the received signal by a period equal to a sum of column latency CL and delay of test interface circuit TIC (half clock cycle because of presence of the latch circuit).

[0091] FIFO control circuit 15 further includes: a one-shot pulse generating circuit 15f which generates a one-shot pulse having a predetermined pulse width in response to rising of output enable signal OE; a set/reset flip-flop 15c which is set in response to the output signal of one-shot pulse generating circuit 15f; an AND circuit 15f which receives the output signal generated from an output Q of set/reset flip-flop 15c and test clock signal TCLK; a second counter 15g which performs counting to produce a read pointer RPF in response to rising of the output signal of AND circuit 15f; and a read control circuit 15h which receives read pointer RPF outputted from second counter 15g and output Q of set/reset flip-flop 15c, to produce read pointer RP and read instructing signal $\phi\text{RE}$ for the first-in-first-out circuit. Read control circuit 15h controls the first-in-first-out circuit to read the data after elapsing of one clock cycle (i.e., the clock cycle period required for switching between input and output) from rising of output enable signal OE to H-level.

[0092] FIFO control circuit 15 further includes a comparator 15i which compares write pointer WP generated from first counter 15b with read pointer RPF from second counter 15g, to reset set/reset flip-flop 15c upon detection of matching. First and second counters 15b and 15g set their counts to initial values (pointers designating register circuit $\text{REG}^k$) in accordance with reset signal $\phi\text{rst}$, respectively.

[0093] Referring to FIG. 6, description will now be given on the operation of FIFO control circuit 15 shown in FIG. 5.

[0094] In synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle $\#0$, test control signal TCMD is applied. In latch and command decoder 1, latch circuit 20 is arranged in the first stage as shown in FIG. 3, and the internal signal changes with a delay of half the clock cycle. In clock cycle $\#1$, therefore, read instructing signal $\phi$ sent from command decoder 22 shown in FIG. 3 attains H-level in synchronization with rising of test clock signal TCLK, and signals FIFO control circuit 15 that the command instructing the data reading is applied. This read instructing signal $\phi$ is kept at H-level for one clock cycle period T. When read instructing signal $\phi$ attains H-level, output enable signal OE is at L-level, and the output signal of gate circuit 15a attains H-level. Thereby, first counter 15b performs counting in synchronization with rising of the output signal of gate circuit 15a, and increments its count by one. Write control circuit 15c provides the delay, by column latency CL and the signal transfer delay in test interface circuit TIC (i.e., half the clock cycle due to latch circuit 23), or 2.5 clock cycles and if column latency CL is 2, to read instructing signal $\phi$ by 2.5 clock cycles to issue write instructing signal $\phi\text{WE}$ to the first-in-first-out circuit.

[0095] If the control signal decoded into the read command is externally applied again in clock cycle $\#2$, read instructing signal $\phi$ attains H-level again in synchronization with rising of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle $\#3$, and first counter 15b performs the counting to increment its count by one in response to the rising of read instructing signal $\phi$. The count value from first counter 15b, i.e., write pointer WP is delayed by 2.5 clock cycles by write control circuit 15c, and is applied as write pointer WP to first-in-first-out circuit.

[0096] The first-in-first-out circuit is supplied with data Dout read from DRAM core MCR in clock cycle $\#3$ in accordance with the read command. In this operation, write instructing signal $\phi\text{WE}$ is active at H-level, and the first-in-first-out circuit performs the data writing in accordance with the current write pointer WP.

[0097] The data read in clock cycle $\#5$ is written into the corresponding register circuit of the first-in-first-out circuit in accordance with the activated write instructing signal $\phi\text{WE}$ and current write pointer WP of 2.
When the successive read/write operation test is completed, and output enable signal OE rises from L-level to H-level, one-shot pulse generating circuit 15d generates the pulse of one shot, and set/reset flip-flop 15e is set to generate the output signal at H-level. Responsively, the output signal from AND circuit 15f changes in accordance with test clock signal TCLK, and second counter 15g performs the counting in synchronization with the rising of test clock signal TCLK. Therefore, flip-flop 15e is set in response to the falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #4, and AND circuit 15f passes test clock signal TCLK therefore so that second counter 15g performs the count operation in synchronization with rising of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycles #5 and #6, and updates it count (read pointer) RPF.

Read control circuit 15h delays the output count value of second counter 15g by half the clock cycle (0.5T) to produce read pointer PR. Read pointer RP changes in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK after the cycle in which output enable signal OE attains H-level. Read control circuit 15h delays the output signal generated at output Q of flip-flop 15c by one clock cycle period (1T), and the read instructing signal φRE from read control circuit 15h rises to H-level in synchronization with the falling of test clock signal TCLK in and after clock cycle #5. Accordingly, after one clock cycle period (1T) elapses since output enable signal OE rises to H-level and the output buffer of the bidirectional I/O circuit starts to operate stably, reading of data from the first-in first-out circuit is performed in accordance with read instructing signal φRE and read pointer PR, and data Dout is applied to I/O pin terminal group 9 via the bidirectional I/O circuit.

Thereby, the data can be read from the first-in first-out circuit at an accurate timing determined considering the delay of read data in DRAM core MCR, i.e., column latency CL, and the signal transfer delay in test interface circuit TIC.

When read pointer RPF from second counter 15g becomes equal in value to write pointer WPF (=2) from first counter 15f, the output signal of comparator 15i is activated, and set/reset flip-flop 15e is reset. Therefore, when the count of second counter 15g; i.e., read pointer RPF becomes equal in value to write pointer WPF from first counter 15f in clock cycle #6, flip-flop 15e is reset in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK in clock cycle #6, and the output signal thereof falls to L-level. Thereby, read instructing signal φRE from read control circuit 15h is reset after one clock cycle elapses. Accordingly, even if the read command is applied when output enable signal OE is at L-level, successive read/write operations can be accurately performed without conflict on data on I/O terminal group 9.

The structure for resetting flip-flop 15e in synchronization with falling of test clock signal TCLK can be achieved by configuring comparator 15i to generate its output signal when test clock signal TCLK is at L-level. For example, a latch circuit which operates in synchronization with test clock signal TCLK may be arranged in the output stage of comparator 15i, or a gate circuit receiving an inverted signal of test clock signal TCLK and a signal indicative of the result of comparison between pointers WPF and RPF may be arranged in the output stage of comparator 15i.

Read instructing signal φ from command decoder 22 is maintained in the active state for one clock cycle period T. However, read instructing signal φ may be in the form of one-shot pulse having a predetermined time width.

Write control circuit 15e and read control circuit 15h are achieved by a known latch circuit which transfers a signal in accordance with test clock signal TCLK. For example, a delay of half the clock cycle can be achieved by using a latch circuit 20 shown in FIG. 3.

In the case where a latch circuit is provided on the output of the first-in first-out circuit so that the data read from the first-in first-out circuit is applied to the bidirectional I/O circuit with a delay of half the clock cycle, read pointer RPF from second counter 15g may be applied to the first-in first-out circuit. In this case, read instructing signal φRE is formed by a delay circuit which delays the output signal of flip-flop 15e by half the clock cycle. First and second counters 15b and 15g may be configured to perform counting in response to falling of the clock signal. The count value before the counting may be used as a pointer.

FIG. 7 schematically shows a structure of first-in first-out circuit 10 shown in FIG. 1. In FIG. 7, first-in first-out circuit 10 includes an input buffer 10a receiving data DIN of 8 bits from gate circuit 7 shown in FIG. 1, a register file 10b having (k+1) register circuits, an output buffer 10c for buffering data read from a selected register circuit in register file 10b to produce output data DOUT, a read control circuit 10d for controlling reading out of data from the register circuit indicated by read pointer RP of register file 10b in accordance with read instructing signal φRE and read pointer RP, and a write control circuit 10e for controlling writing of 8-bit data from input buffer 10a into the register circuit indicated by write pointer WP of register file 10b in accordance with write instructing signal φWE and write pointer WP.

Read control circuit 10d and write control circuit 10e have internal structures appropriately determined in accordance with the structure of register file 10b. In the case where register file 10b is formed of, e.g., an SRAM (static RAM) having word lines and bit lines, each of write and read control circuits 10c and 10d includes an address decode circuit and a word line select circuit. Selection of the bit line pair is not performed, because bit line pairs of 8 bits are merely arranged.

FIG. 8 shows a modification of first-in first-out circuit 10. In FIG. 8, write select gates WSGO-WSGk and read select gates RGSO-RGSk are provided for register circuits REG0-REGk, respectively. Register circuits REG0-REGk are coupled to a write data line WL via write select gates WSG0-WSGk, respectively, and are coupled to a read data line RL via read select gates RSOG-RSk, respectively. Each of write and read data lines WL and RL is signal lines of 8 bits.

Read select control gates RSCI (i=0-k) each receiving read instructing signal φRE and a read register select signal RPI (i=0-k) are provided corresponding to read select gates RGSO-RGSk, respectively. Write select control gates WSCI (i=0-k) each receiving write instructing signal φWE and a write register select signal WPI are provided corresponding to write select gates WSGi, respectively. Read register select signals RPI-RPk may be formed of
respective bits of read pointer RPF or RP generated from second counter 15g or read control circuit 15f shown in FIG. 5, or may be produced by decoding read pointer RPF or RP by a decode circuit (not shown). Likewise, write register select signals WP0-WP8 may be the respective bits of the write pointer WPF or WP of first counter 15b or write control circuit 15c shown in FIG. 5, or may be produced by decoding write pointer WPF or WP by a decode circuit (not shown). In the case where the output count bits of the first and second counters 15b and 15g shown in FIG. 5 are used as read register select signals PRL-PRK and write register select signals WP0-WP8, respectively, the first and second counters 15b and 15g are formed of shift registers, respectively, and the bit position in the active state is shifted in accordance with each count value. In this case, the shift registers are each configured into a ring-like form.

When read instructing signal (pr is activated, the output signal of AND circuit 15s attains the active state at H-level, and this active state is transmitted in accordance with test clock signal TCLK with a delay of a sum of column latency CL and 0.5 clock cycle. Therefore, a bypass control signal SH generated from (CL+0.5) delay circuit 15f attains H-level after elapsing of 2.5 clock cycles in accordance with read instructing signal φr which is activated in response to rising of test clock signal TCLK. Accordingly, the read data applied from gate circuit 7 bypasses register circuits REG0-REG9, and is applied to bidirectional I/O circuit 8 through switch circuit 30. Thereby, the successive read mode can be achieved.

In the above embodiment, consideration is given only to the successive read and write operations. However, the write and read operations can likewise be controlled by write and read control circuits 15c and 15f, and data reading from the first-in first-out circuit can be performed at an accurate timing.

According to the second embodiment of the invention, the register circuits in the first-in first-out circuit are bypassed when the read command is applied while output enable signal OE is at H-level, and therefore the successive read operation test can be performed reliably. Thereby, provision of the first-in first-out circuit does not restrict test items.

Third Embodiment

FIG. 11A schematically shows a structure of a test interface circuit according to a third embodiment of the invention. FIG. 11A shows a structure of FIFO control circuit 15. FIFO control circuit 15 shown in FIG. 11A includes, in addition to the structure as that shown in FIG. 5, a frequency multiplier 15f which doubles the frequency of test clock signal TCLK. A frequency-multiplied signal BCLK from multiplier 15f is applied to AND circuit 15f receiving the output signal of set/reset flip-flop 15e. Read control circuit 15f is supplied with test clock signal TCLK. Second counter 15g executes the count operation in response to the rising of the output signal of AND circuit 15f. Operation of the FIFO control circuit shown in FIG. 11A will now be described with reference to a timing chart of FIG. 11B.

When output enable signal OE rises to H-level, set/reset flip-flop 15e is set, and responsively read control circuit 15f drives read instructing signal φRE to the active state at H-level after elapsing of one clock cycle (1) of test clock signal TCLK. Second counter 15g executes the count operation in accordance with an output signal of AND circuit 15f. In this case, racing may occur between the rising of frequency-multiplied clock signal BCLK and rising of output enable signal OE, and counting at the rising edge of output enable signal OE may not be performed. Second counter 15g performs the count operation in response to the rising of frequency-multiplied clock signal BCLK from AND circuit 15f in the next clock cycle, and the count value is successively updated in synchronization with the rising of frequency-multiplied clock signal BCLK.

Output count value RPF of second counter 15g is transmitted via read control circuit 15f after elapsing of half the clock cycle (T/2) of test clock signal TCLK. In the first-in first-out circuit, therefore, read pointer RP is applied in synchronized fashion with frequency-multiplied clock signal BCLK while read instructing signal φRE is active. Thereby, stored data are successively read out, and are applied as data Dout to the bidirectional I/O circuit.
Writing of data into the first-in first-out circuit is performed under the control of first counter 15b and write control circuit 15c, and therefore writing of data into the first-in first-out circuit is performed in synchronization with test clock signal TCLK at the speed of data reading from DRAM core MCR. By utilizing frequency-multiplied clock signal BLCK, the stored data is read from test interface circuit 11C at double the speed of test clock signal TCLK. Therefore, the time required for data reading in the test operation can be reduced, and the test cycle can be shortened.

Fourth Embodiment

FIG. 12 shows a structure of a main portion of an embedded DRAM according to a fourth embodiment of the invention. In FIG. 12, DRAM core MCR includes N banks B1-B<N. Banks B1-B<N have the same structures, in which one page has a size of M bits. Each of banks B1-B<N can be driven to the active state to hold the page in the selected state independently of the others. The data of m bits read from banks B1-B<N is converted to the data of 8 bits via select circuit 7, and is applied to first-in first-out circuit 10. First-in first-out circuit 10 includes register circuits REG#1-REG#P, where P=N/M/n.

In the case where data is read out from banks B1-B<N of DRAM core MCR in the page mode, up to N-M/m data can be successively read out. The data of m bits (256 bits) read out from DRAM core MCR is converted by select circuit 7 to the data of 8 bits. Therefore, it is necessary to store up to N-M/m data in the first-in first-out circuit. Assuming that the banks are N in number, first-in first-out circuit 10 can store the data, which is successively read in the case where all the banks are accessed in accordance with the page mode, owing to provision of register circuits REG#1-REG#P.

Register circuits REG#1-REG#P successively store the data, which are stored in banks B1-B<N, in the order of reading from the DRAM core. It is not necessary to monitor which register circuit stores the data read from which bank. Since the test program has already determined the relationship between data and banks, the relationship between data and a bank can be obtained with a tester. In first-in first-out circuit 10, therefore, register circuits REG#1-REG#P are provided commonly to banks B1-B<N. It is not necessary to distribute the data in accordance with the respective banks for storing them in the first-in first-out circuit, and therefore the circuit structure can be simple.

Other Examples of Application

One page in the embedded DRAM may have a size other than 2048 bits. The input/output data of the DRAM core may have a bit width of, e.g., 128 bits or 512 bits other than the foregoing value.

Column latency CL may take a value other than 2. If delay of the input data in the bidirectional I/O circuit cannot be neglected, the data write timing of the first-in first-out circuit is adjusted considering this delay.

The memory is not restricted to the DRAM, and may be another kind of memory such as a burst SRAM (Static Random Access Memory) or a flash memory, which operates in synchronization with the clock signal. The invention can be applied to any memory, provided that the memory is integrated with a logic on the same semiconductor substrate.

As described above, the invention can provide the test interface circuit, which allows a sufficient test on a mixed (embedded) memory without constraints on the test patterns due to the test data input/output switching timing, even if the I/O pins for the test data used in the mixed memory are formed of I/O common structure.

Although the present invention has been described and illustrated in detail, it is clearly understood that the same is by way of illustration and example only and is not to be taken by way of limitation, the spirit and scope of the present invention being limited only by the terms of the appended claims.

What is claimed is:

1. A test interface circuit for externally testing a logic-merged memory comprising:
   a first-in first-out circuit for successively storing data read from said memory, and successively reading out stored data in a same order as a data storing order; and
   a control circuit for controlling data writing and reading of said first-in first-out circuit in response to an operation mode instruction signal instructing one of input and output of data.
2. The test interface circuit according to claim 1, wherein said memory has a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows and columns, the memory cells in one page having a size of M bits are simultaneously selected by a row selecting operation performed one time, and input/output data of said memory has a bit width of m with m being an integer; and
   said first-in first-out circuit includes register circuits arranged in M/m stages.
3. The test interface circuit according to claim 1, wherein said memory includes N banks to be driven to an active state independently of each other, each of said banks has a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows and columns, the memory cells in one page having a size of M bits are simultaneously selected by a row selecting operation performed one time, and data of a bit width of m is output with m being an integer; and
   said first-in first-out circuit includes register circuits arranged in N-M/m stages.
4. The test interface circuit according to claim 1, wherein said control circuit includes:
   a first counter for counting a number of data reading from said memory in response to a data read instruction applied to said memory, and generating a write pointer indicating a position for writing data in said first-in first-out circuit in accordance with a count value when said operation mode instruction signal indicates a data input mode, and
   a second counter responsive to change of said operation mode instruction signal from data input mode instruction to data output mode instruction for generating a read pointer indicating a position of data to be read from said first-in first-out circuit according to a count
value of said second counter, said read pointer and said write pointer initially indicating a same position.

5. The test interface circuit according to claim 1, wherein the data from said first-in first-out circuit is transmitted to a pad via a bidirectional input/output circuit coupled to said pad, and a data transfer direction of said bidirectional input/output circuit is determined in response to said operation mode instruction signal.

6. The test interface circuit according to claim 4, wherein said memory performs input and output of data in synchronization with a test clock signal, and said second counter performs a count operation in response to rising and falling of said test clock signal, to generate said read pointer.

7. A semiconductor integrated circuit device comprising:
   - a logic for performing an arithmetic operation;
   - a memory for storing data for said logic; and
   - a test interface circuit for allowing a test through external and direct accessing to said memory,
   - said test interface circuit including
     - a first-in first-out circuit for successively storing data read from said memory, and successively reading out stored data in a same order as a data storing order, and
     - a control circuit for controlling data writing and reading of said first-in first-out circuit in response to an operation mode instruction signal instructing one of input and output of data.

8. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, wherein said memory has a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows and columns, the memory cells in one page having a size of M bits are simultaneously selected by a row selecting operation performed one time, and input/output data of said memory has a bit width of m with m being an integer; and
   - said first-in first-out circuit includes register circuits arranged in M/m stages.

9. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, wherein said memory includes N banks to be driven to an active state independently of each other, each of the banks has a plurality of memory cells arranged in rows and columns, the memory cells in one page having a size of M bits are simultaneously selected by a row access performed one time, and data of a bit width of m is output externally; and
   - said first-in first-out circuit includes register circuits arranged in N·M/m stages.

10. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, wherein said control circuit includes:
    - a first counter for counting a number of reading from said memory in response to a data read instruction applied to said memory, and generating a write pointer indicating a position for writing data in said first-in first-out circuit in accordance with a count value thereof when said operation mode instruction signal indicates a data input mode, and
    - a second counter responsive to change of said operation mode instruction signal from data input mode instruction to data output mode instruction, for generating a read pointer indicating a position of data to be read from said first-in first-out circuit according to a count value of said second counter, said read pointer and said write pointer initially indicating a same position.

11. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, further comprising:
    - a bidirectional input/output circuit coupled between said first-in first-out circuit and a pad for outputting data read from said first-in first-out circuit to said pad, a data transfer path of said bidirectional input/output circuit being determined in response to said operation mode instruction signal.

12. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 10, wherein
    - said memory performs input and output of data in synchronization with a test clock signal, and
    - said second counter performs the count operation in response to rising and falling of said test clock signal, to generate said read pointer.

13. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, further comprising:
    - a selector responsive to a test mode instruction signal for connecting said test interface circuit to said memory, and isolating said logic from said memory.

14. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 10, wherein said second counter stops the count operation when the count value of said first counter matches the count value of said second counter.

15. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 12, further comprising a frequency multiplier for generating a frequency-multiplied clock signal having a frequency double a frequency of the test clock signal.

16. The semiconductor integrated circuit device according to claim 7, wherein said first-in first-out circuit includes registers arranged in a plurality of stages and a switch circuit for bypassing the registers.

* * * * *